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TOTAL PROGRAMME ANALYSIS FOR THE JUSTIFICATION
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ABSTRACT: The paper describes the development,
methodology and application of' a process
of collating, co-ordinating and
justifying transport capital investment
recently introduced in Western Australia,

The Total Programme Approach (TPA) focuses
attention on the expected accounting and
financial performance of the works programme
as an entity. Using normal budgeting data
and the results o,f project evaluations,
supplied by each operating authoI"ity> TPA
standardises the presentation oj programmes
and generates jive criteria by which each
programme may be judged, TPA also permits
the comparison of' independent programmes
competing for scarce funds and formalises
the development of a strategy f~r project
approval within a programme subjected to
capital shortage,

A brief description is given o,f the EDP
program used and several 'practical examples
of' TPA in action are given Finally> plans
for the further deveZopment and intensified
application of TPA are discussed"

Paper for Presentat.ion in
Session 7 r

also background for Session 11
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TOTAL PROGRAJ'mE ANALYSIS

JUSTIFICATION OF TRANSPORT CAPITAL INVESTMENT IN W.A ..

In Western Australia the Direct,or GeneJ:al of
Transport (DGT) is statutOIily charged with the duty of:

."". collating and co-o:r:dinating capital
wOI'ks prograrmnes for public transport
services and justifying such expenditure
thereon as is, in his opinion, wa:r:ranted
and recommending times for the commencement
and completion of those programmes (WesteJ:'n
Australia, 1966) ..

The publicly owned operators of transport services in
W"A .. which are cUl:'.rently embraced by this duty are:

Western Australian Gover'nment Railways (Westrail)
Metropolitan (Perth) Passenger Transport Trust (MTT)
W.A .. Coastal Shipping Commission (Stateships)
Esperance, Albany, Bunbury, Fremantle, Geraldton,
and Port Hedland Port Authorities
Ha:r:bour and Light Depar'tInent"

TO just,ify something means to demonstrate its right
ness" The judgment of the rightness of an investment is
normally based upon a comparison of all the benefits which it
produces with all of the costs of providing them.. It is the
decision as to what to include as benefits and what to
include as costs that, often makes the judgment difficult.. In
the Private Sector the costs and benefits are relatively
easily identified as cash flows or revenue streams.. Howevex,
in the Public Sector, Goverrunents sometimes choose to include
in their judgment benefits and costs which are external to
the authority proposing the investment and may even lie out
side the normal market mechanisms. Thus, in estimating
final justification, the political process brings to account
financial, economic and non-economic factors ..

Since the accountability for t:ransport oper'ation rests
with the operators, the initiative as to what investments are
actually proposed in the first place quite rightly lies with
them. The DGT's primary role is therefore to formulate an
opinion of the justification for t,he investment programmes
proposed by the ope:r::ators and to recommend t.o the Minister the
portions of the programmes which the operators have
quantitatively justified in an acceptable manner.. Much
potential duplication of effort may be avoided through the
justification process serving the needs of operating manage
ment,s to review performance and planning and' those of the
DGT ..

In executing the investment justification duty the
DGT has, with the assistance of the ope.:r::ating author'ities,
developed the annual capital budgeting cycle summarised in
Table 1 below"
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TABLE 1
ANNUAL CAPITAL BUDGETING CYCLE

Month Activity

December Draft preliminary proposed capital works
programme supplied to DGT by opeIating
authorities"

January Perusal of p:reliminary programmes by DGT

February and liaison with operating authorities.

Ma:rch Preliminary p:roposed capital works pro-
grammes and 5-year rolling progranuue to
Minister for Transport, Treasury, DGT"
TPA analysis by DGT"

April Preliminary programme DGT report to
Minister, authorities, Treasury.

May Liaison with authorities on evaluation
methodology, justification, timing,

June pIiorities.

JUly Final pIoposed programmes and revised
5-yeaI rolling programme supplied 'coAugust Minister, TreasuJ:y 1 DGT. TPA analysis
by DGT. Supplementary DGT repoI't to
MinisteI', autho:r:ities, Treasury ..

SeptembeI Progranunes tailored to available funds
Cabinet approval - State Budget.

Two distinct, but related, approaches have been used
in the formulation of the DGT opinion of justification _
they are:

Project by Project Analysis (PPA) - where the
justification for each project per se, is
established by he application of well known
and appxopxiate ~apital investment evaluation
techniques and cjrough the consideration of all
practicable alternatives.

Total Programme Analysis (TPA) - where the
justification for the total programme proposed
by an authority is established as an entity _
even though a paxticulax progranune may contain
some well justified and some not justified
projects by a PPA.

DEVELOPMENT OF TPA

The following two significant findings resulted
from a financial and accounting stUdy (Bettison,1976) of the
"LA" transport opexating authorit.ies, at. a time when only PPA
was used:
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it was not possible (at that stage) to identify
wi th any pl:'ecision, the financial impact of the
opex'ating authority p:r:ograromes,
a large portion of the proposed prograrmnes had
not been quantitatively evaluated"

These findings, plus .""
a lack of DGT reSOUl:'ces to apply PPA to the
increasing complexity and number of projects involv
ed in :recent programmes,
a general need for more concise, yet comprehensive,
analytical guidance on the appropriate dollar
size of programmes,
a wish to become less involved in opeI:'ational
considerations and to furthex develop our strategic
and policy advice capacity,
an attempt to demonst:rate the DGT's sincerity in
minimising interfe.rence in what may be :regaJ:ded as
IImanagement pIer'ogatives",
an acknowledgement that some of the operating
authorities had equipped thems~lves with modeIn
planning and capital investment appraisal skills
with which they could screen individual projects
before including them in an annual capital
programme,

motivated the development and manual use, in 1977, of
TPA to appraise Westrail's preliminary proposed 1977-8
programme (Bettison et al.., 1977) ..

The results of this new approach to justification
were well received by the Minister for Transpor't, WestIail,
and Treasury and the 1978-9 budget round saw TPA developed
further and applied to MTT as well as Westrail (Bettison
et al.., 1978).

TPA IN DETAIL

The Five Criteria

Each of the following five criteria is calculated
for the capital expenditure proposed in the budget year ..

NAFET: is an estimate of t,he average financial
effect which the budget yeaI1s proposed Capital Works
programme will have on future annual Profit and Loss
Statements. NAFET is distinctly orientated to the pec
uliarities of existing accounting practices of the
operating authorities and which often cause their annual
financial results to be substantially overstated.

NAFET does not take account of project to project
variations in the timing of net benefits and capital ex-

~~~~;;u~::r~~t doesintt~e;~t(I~~a:itSijex~rted in

NAFET I ~ I I I 5
n
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The terms used above are:

number of projects in bUdget year's programme, or
prograrmne category"
16 years - being the budget year plus 15 years
beyond"
annual net benefits, after deducting operating and
maintenance expenses etc.. (but NOT capital expend
ituIe) which are estimated to be generated by the
budget year's proposed capital expenditure _
in escalated prices"
annual depreciation expense which will be generated
by the proposed capital expenditure on the project in
the budget year. di!" is calculated from historical
cost to be consiste t with accounting practice ..
annual interest chax'ges which will accrue on funds
to be borrowed in the finance year to support, the
pr'oposed programme ..

m

n

One objective of TPA is to distinguish the perfor'mance
of the bUdget year's programme from that generated by capital
expenditure in future years. The identification of the
appropriate value of bei for expenditure which will complete
a self-contained beneflt. generating element(l) of a larger
project which is expected to span several years (i"e .. a
divisible larger project) is a relatively simple exercise"
Either specific annual values of bej are estimated,by the
authority concerned or they are proportioned by the ratio of
the budget year capital expenditure to the total capital
expenditure" At this stage the proportioning treatment, g"iven
to divisible pr'ojects is also arbitrarily applied to
indivisible projects (i"e. those whose capital expenditure
spans several years and are in practice incapable of
generating any benefits until completed). Other' alternatives
considered have the undesirable effects of biasing programme
pex'formance in favouJ:' of short or long proj ects and/or adding
unnecessary complexity.

An acceptable value of NAFE~ is one equal to, Ol:

greater t,hau, zero ..

Both dj and ij are generated for all proposed
investments, regardless of whether' bej has been quantified"
This is because the "penalties n of depreciation and interest
will be incurred by the accounting report,s regardless of
whether:' any net benefits have been identified., The capital
expenditure upon which i j and dj are historically based is
escalated to Decembe:r of the buaget year and is computed
by an expression tailored to the authority concerned (Bettison
& Wildermuth, 1978). In contrast, bej is escalated for each
year of the project's life"

1" Whilst for the purposes of TPA analysis the completion of
a certain stage of a project may be capable of generating
benefits, the oper:ating authority may not be planning to
commission the project until it is completed in its
entirety.
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:.0, or

lIne, or

Historically, the Ieport,ed annual financial I'esul ts
of the transport operating authorities appear to have influ
enced political 'decision making on capital allocations" Thus
the estimated accounting effect expected to be generated by
a pI'oposed WOI'kS programme in each of the subsequent 15 year's
is calculated as a bi-product of NAFET"

" "where:
m, n, bej , ij = as for NAFET

RoI "accountantsll Return on Investment

per annum

CCR
(p .. a .. )

= undiscounted budget year:' capital expenditure
in budget year price

RcI

K

n
At the extr'eme, a positive L (b ' - i.) and an

objective of achieving a nil retux'n on puE1ic irtvestrnent in
tI'ansport facilities and services would yield a positive CCR 
meaning that the invested capital would eventually be recov
ered. A positive value of CCR per se has, however, little
meaning especially when the community's desired J::'eturn on
investment is unknown,. Re-arranging the above exp:ression
gives •

~K
. IIn th1S case, values of RaI may be calculated for a

programme using a range of CCR levels of, say, zero, equal
to, and twice the depreciation which the authority concerned
would charge against the asset concerned - the highest level
being a conservative attempt to illustI'ate the significance
of the asset replacement problem. Such analysis comes close
to estimating whether a pr'ograrnme is justified in that the
financial cost over future years of the investment pro
gramme, including pr:'opex' allowance for a return on investment,
should be offset by increased revenues and/or cost reductions
of at least equal magnitude.

Net Income
RoI, defined as Asset or Equity' is a ratio often

used by accountants t,o estimate period by period corporate

Contribution to Capital Recovery (CCR): as suggested
by Ferrara (1976), it attempts to estimate the likely finan
cial impact of capital expenditure, but does not include
depreciation.. Some of the distortions contained in the
oper'ating authority annual accounts (Bettison, 1976) due to
arbitI'ary depreciation practices are thus eliminated. CCR
thus compromises conventional accounting measures with a view
to yielding x'esul ts similar to, but by nature diffex'ent fr'om,
those achieved by capital investment appraisal methods which
utilise the discounted cash flow concept"
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annual net benefits afte:r deducting op
erating and maintenance expenses etc.
(but NOT capital expenditure), which are
estimated to be generated by the budget
year's proposed capital expenditure -
in constant budget year prices.

sununation of bcj expressed in net
present value terms"

proposed budget year capital expenditure
in budget yea.r prices expressed in net
present value te.:rms ..

=npv

whe.t:'e:

In computing NPVprog all asset residual values a.:re

assumed to be zero" Whilst intended to act as a general
screen, this assumption may, on some occasions, disc.:riminate
unfairly between px:ojects" Howeve.:r, it does ensure that a
justified pIogranune with positive NPVp , contains high
pe.:r'fo.:rmance projects" .:rag

BETTISON

In an attempt to smooth out ad hoc RaI variations
from one period to another, RcI is del:'ived over several
periods.

NPVprog

perfox'mance. When assets a.re the appropriate denominator,
the value used is often their book value at the end of the
period concerned. However, when used in conjunction with
CCR as a TPA criterion, RaI cannot be influenced by the
arbitrary depreciation procedures which detex'ffiine an asset's
book value"

A .:range of discount rates is used, cent,red on the
marginal interest rate charged by the State for new general
loan funds (currently 9.5%). Although there are several
possible techniques available by which the effects on pI'oject
viability of inflation may be estimated (1) these have not
been included in NPVp.:rog in order to prese.:rve its simplicity"
Whilst NPVpro is the aggregate net value in present day
dollars of a large number of projects with service lives
of less than and equal(2) to the TPA analysis period, the
"sexvice life ll of a total prograrmne or an expenditure cate
gory is highly likely to be the full TPA analysis period"
Thus the comparison of programmes and categories by NPVPro9
is possible on an equal investment lives basis"

1" Most of which yield differing results and are the subject
of several unresolved arguments for and against.

2" Projects whose expected service lives exceed the TPA
analysis period are tr:uncated to the analysis period ..
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Px'Ogramme Capital Efficj.ency: NPVpx'og does not
differentiate between programmes which may have similar net
pJ:'esent values, but differ by the e-fficiency with which cap-'
ital funds are used" This is illustrated by two hypo
thetical progx'ammes, A and B, viz:

50

60

Programme
B

20

60

Prog:ramme
A

K ($ MilL)

NPVprog ($ Mill,,)

Clea::r-ly px'ogx'amme A makes the more efficient use of capital
and capital shortage would cause us to favour A over Be
A valuable criterion with which to assess proposed capital
investment pxogx'arnmes would thus be one which seeks to
maximise the expected return from each dollar invested (1) .'

cimated by:

_ations
reral

ing op
etc ..

which are
budget

ure -

NPVprog

K

"2 prog .. thus enables efficiency comparisons
to be made of:

t

;:mditure
Ln net

les are

prograrrunes px'oposed by different authorities,
a newly proposed programme with those
proposed by the same authox'ity in p.l:evious
years,
an authoxity' s ol:'iginally proposed progr'amrne
with a revised one including and/or deleting
some projects ..

the budget year capital expenditure

"~p-:r:':0'1g,",r"a",mm':"i'e7."I'fn",t:;:e:=r:.,;n"a~l,;--,R",a=t"e~o~f;-,R"e:;t;;:u2r:cn~!IRRp r"Oq): is the
discount rate at which NPVpxog 0 .. That ~S, whetl. .eo

n

( f:bCj) npv
Knpv

le:ral
:riminate
that a

tigh

In the
general
'ex'al
n project
'e not
mplicity.

day
ives
, the
e cate
riod"
NPVprog"

m

I
I

IRRprog for
is calculated f:rom

for Divisible Projects
•.• budget year capital
expenditure and net
benefits attributable
to budget year capital
expenditure.

1.0

for Indivisible Projects
••• complete project
capital costs and total
net benefits expected from
completed project ..

; subject

TPA
c'iod"

1. The COBA scheme, used by the UK Department of Environment,
also uses NPV as a means of recommending funding
prio:r:'ities Kfor the large numbeI:' of trunk road proposals
which are expected to yield a positive net present value
(Gwilliam and Mackie, 1975) ..
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Basically TPA regards a programme as being justified

taking one year with another, it is at least
self-liquidating,
each of the five TPA criteria achieves an
acceptable value,
projects with total capital costs of about
$0,,5 million or more are justified by PPA..

IRRpJ::'og is u sed to:

sum up the performance of each expenditure
category and the complete programme,
independently of the size of the programme _
that is, as an alternative to t( PJ:og I

produce a ranking of projects useful in
tailoring a final programme to av-ailable funds"

~-----------

Sometimes projects which are not, in a discounted
cash flow sense, expected to yield a positive return 'are
included in proposed programmes.. Nevertheless, for policy
reasons the Government or ope:rating authority may wish to
proceed regardless of the financial result - perhaps relying
on the TPA concept of sUPPoJ:'t from more viable portions of
the programme. In searching for a discount rate which
balances capital costs against net non-capital benefits IRR
computations for specific pl:ojects Ol: relevant expenditure
categories may pass through zero to the appropriate negative
rate" Since at this point thel:e can be no Il return", the
phl:ase lIinternal rate of consumption ll is probably more
appropl:'iate" The TPA program calculates an internal rate
of return, OJ::' consumption, up to neal: the limit of - 00 %
which is reached when ( L bj )npv equates to zero"

IRRprog accommodates the wide l:ange of individual
project service lives in the same was as for NPVProg. In
ranking individual pl:ojects, those with service lives less
than the TPA analysis pel:iod are assumed not to be repeated
after their expiration, but the funds then released are
optimistically assumed to earn at the same intel:nal rate
of return as calculated for the project.. Middleton (1971)
explains that under this assumption the project IRR is
unaffected by service life; individual projects can thus be
ranked ovel: the corrunon TPA analysis time pel:iod"

The Rules

if:

There may be some exceptional projects which could Le
justified outside the TPA criteria" These may be projects
with important policy implications either because they explic
itly and individually are required by Government policy or
those whic'h may be affected by important policy considel:'ations"
In these cases the expenditure is included in TPA, but the
established PPA is also used to form an opinion regarding
justification"
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The projects forming each programme are classified,
by expenditure pur'pose, into one of the following categories:

Fur'ther, the Total Pr'ograrrrrne approach, to date, takes
no account of socio-economic benefits (I) " However, where
they have been quantified, socio-economic benefits ar'e
taken into account in PPA applied to large doubtful projects"

ASSET RENEWAL AND
REPLACEMENT (AR&R) - to renew or replace existing

assets to t.helr original con
dlt,ion or capacity

INDUSTRIAL & STAFF (I&S) - t,o preserve industrial relations
harmony and/or to accommodate
staff

Purpose of Proposed Expenditure

- to increase net revenue through
increased gross revenue

- to increase net revenue by
reducing operating costs

Category

PROFIT EARNING (PE)

COST REDUCTION (CR)

Since it is unlikely that all proposed projects will
be quantified the self-liquidation rule means that, to be
justified, the unquantified portion of the prograrmne will have
to be 11 suppor'ted" by that portion quantified and found to be
viable.. Thus as the proportion of unquantified projects
increases, so must the viability of the quantified projects ..
This intentional "loophole ll allows operating author'ity
managements t.o pr'opose a programme which includes projects
whose justification they believe cannot be expressed
quant,itatively.. However, to compensate, TPA limits the
horizon of the aggregate net benefit stream supporting
a programme to 15 years beyond the bUdget year - regardless
of the economic or physical lives of the assets concerned"

lnune -

:counted
.rn ·are
r policy
wish to
ps relying
tions of
hich
efits IRR
enditure
:=: negative
", the
Llore
:1.1 rate
- 0<:> %

1

.e funds"
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are
rate
(1971)
is
thus be

justified
OTHER - for purposes other than above,

including safety, public policy,
cust,omer service

could Le
ojects
ey explic
icy or
iderations,.
lt the
'ding

Wherever possible, the individual project evaluations
from which TPA data is taken are of the "preferred alternative/
do nothing base case" type as compared to, say, a IIleast
cost/dearer alternative" type" In this way the risk of
assuming that a decision has already been taken to invest
is avoided" In contrast where Cl. project results from specific
Government direction then data from a "least cost "'," 11 basis
may be accepted"

1. Socio-economic benefits generated by urban pUblic
transport projects will be embraced by TPA in the
1979-80 budget round"
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Processing TPA Data*

The raw TPA dat,a is supplied by the operating
authorities on forms designed for direct punching onto EDP
cards, in accordance with an instruction manual (Bettison &
~vildermuth, 1978)" The data is processed by a computer
program writt,en in FORTRAN IV and run on an IBM 370/135 DOS
computer'.. The memory storage capacity needed is dependent
upon the nq.rnber of p:rojects in anyone works programme (1).,

A flow chart which describes the TPA px'ograrn is shown
on Figure 1 above"

TPA IN ACTION

In addit,ion to estimating the performance of a pro
gramme as proposed by an authority, TPA may be used to quickly
show how the performance may be varied through the exclusion,
or retardation, of specific project.s" Since the mix of new
works in progIess must influence the performance of the total
progranune, both expenditure categories are embIaced by TPA"
The facility has thus been cI'eated by which decision makeIs
may objectively consider, in the light of CUIrent, market
forecasts and with a knowledge of new projects competing for
scarce funds, whether incomplete proj ects commenced in prev-'
ious years should proceed at all in the budget year, or if
so, by what rate"

This section shows, through practical examples drawn
from various stages of the 1978-9 bUdget cycle, TPA in
action as both a planning and decision-making tool ..

Significant of Large Projects

Figure 2 shows the strong dependency which the
just,ification fOI the $29 million Hestrail pI'elbninaIy proyramme
had on the peIformance expected from the proposed $15 r~.illion
expenditure on the rehabilitation and upgrading of the stanaard
gauge line between Kalgoorlie and Kwinana"

Whilst t,he cumulative NPVprog for the programme
excluding this pIoject goes less into the "red ll than the
total programme, by about 1989-90 it commences being
rapidly overtaken by the total programme.. Figure 3
illustrates that the annual accounting performance of the
total programme was also very dependent upon the lar'ge
project"

An alternative application of the project signific
ance facility is in quantifying the extent of the negative
pull which some laIge projects, found to be unjustified by

* The author' wishes to acknOWledge the valuable assistance
given by his colleague, Hugo Wildermuth, in t,his area ..

1.. In t,he 1978-9 budget I'ound the largest pI'ogramme
allowed for comprised 150 projects and this required
a memory capacity of 48k byt,es (12k words)"
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FIGURE:: 4

EFFECT OF UNJUSTIFIED LARGE PROJECTS ON CUMULATIVE NPV
(MTT Preliminary Proposed 1978··9 PrograrrvneJ
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TABLE 2
EFFECT ON TPA CRITERIA OF PROGRAMME DELETIONS

PPA, have on the total p.rogranune's perfo:r:mance. Figure 4
shows that the MT'r' s preliminary progranune cumulative NPV

progwould be significantly improved if either, or both, the
proposed expenditures of $L 5 million and $4" 4 million
for bus fleet expansion and bus replacement respectivelywere deleted ..

Table 2 shows TPA criteria changes due to project deletions"

(a) lihth CCR set at tw~ce eXl.stl.ng deprecl.atl.on"
(b) At 10% discount rate ..

Programme
Excl"Bus Excl.BusProposed Fleet Exp'n RplcnttNAFET ($ MilL)

1" 011 L029 0.990
RoI(a) (Ace $/$ invStd.) 0.04 0,.05 O. 09NPVProg (b) ($ Mill.) -0.467 +0,,374 +0.544It. Prog (b) ($NPV/$ invstd) -0.04 +0,,04 +0,,08
IRRPtog (%)

9 .. 0 10.,6 lL2
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TOTAL PROGRAMME ANALYSIS

Significance of Expenditu:r:e Categories

A useful indication of where a pI'ogranune IS st:r:engths
and weaknesses lie is given by the TPA criteI'ia for each
expenditure categOJ::y - as illustrated in Table 3 below"

TABLE 3
PERFORMANCE OF EXPENDITURE CATEGORIES (a)

TPA
Ex enditure Category

Criterion
AR Total

PE CR &R I & S Other PIOg.

NAFET
($ Mill) 2,094 0.635 L 881 - 0, 047 -·0" 007 4,,556

RoI (b)
(Acc,,$!$ Invstd) 0,24 0,,41 0,,14 -0.12 -0.05 0,,18

NPV (c)
($ Mill) 1.734 L 982 -0 .. 394 -0.548 -0 .. 358 2,41

I£. pro'$" (c)
($NPV! invstd) 0,,23 L48 -0, 04 -0.96 -0,45 0 .. 12

IRRpIOg (%) 13 .. ° 28,,3 9. 6 Neg, Neg .. lL7

(a) WestIall flnal proposed 1978-9 pIogramme.
(b) With CCR set at twice existing depreciation.
(cl At 10% discount rate"

Clea:r:ly whilst the total p:r:'ogranune achieves TPA
justification, the high pe:r:fo:r:mance PE and CR categories give
strong support, to t,he weaker ones" These results thus
enable authority managements to consider improving expected
TPA perfo:r:mance th:rough deletion or replacement of poor
projects in the weak categories"

Sensitivity Testing

As required TPA may be used to estimate the
sensitivity of a proposed programme to changes in future
rates of inflation, discount rates and funding sources"
Figuxe 2 above illustrates the impact of the discount :rate
on both the total and r'esidual prograrrunes whilst the influence
of the funding source is shown in Figure 3 above"

Capital Shortage Strategy

Table 4 below gives the recorrunended capital shoJ::'tag'e
strategy for the $29 million preliminary programme proposed
by Westrail - which passed all five TPA criteria.

Since PPA detected some projects which were plainly
not justified, the recommended programme was $1.5 million
less than that proposed - regar'dless of any funding
constraint"

The above strategy thus informs decision-makers of
the funds needed to yield a requir'ed r'etuz:n or alternatively
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TABLE 5
TPA CRITERIA CHANGES DURING BUDGET CYCLE

TABLE 4
RECOMMENDED CAPITAL SHORTAGE STRATEGY

The above changes Iesulted from:
deletion of some poor projects
inclusion of more justified projects
revised proposed funding sources
improved project evaluations

suggests the I'etuI'n which may be ear'ned if a given sum were
allocated" In practice both llsides ll of the st,rategy
influence the decision"

Shortage Justified Recommended PrograrruneStage Expenditure Deletions
Mill. $.

No shortage 27 .. 512 Pr-oj ect,S" "Not Justified" by
PPA

1 27" 38 7 Projects "Marginally
Justified" by PPA
All PI'Oj ects with an IRR
of less than .. " ..

2 25 .. 534 ZeJ::'O

3 23.615 7 .. 7%
4 22,295 9.0%
5 2L 711 12,,5%

Changes in Programme Performance

(a) Plus $4.9 million lease-back ..
(b) With CCR set at twice existing depreciation ..
(c) At 10% discount rate"

Table 5 below shows, through a full set of TPA
criteria, the consistently large improvements which MTT
achieved between the preliminary and final 1978-9 programmes ..

MTT 78-9 Proposed Proararrrrne
Preliminary Final

Capital Expend., Proposed ($Mill) 9 .. 9 4,0(a)NAFET ($ Mill) LOll L566RoI (b) (Acc'g $/$ Invested) 0,04 0,34NPVProg (c) ($ Mill) -0 .. 467 3 .. 224
I( Prog (c) ($NPV/$ Invested) -0.04 0.85IRR (% ) 9,0 22 .. 7



TOTAL PROGRAMME ANALYSIS

·ven sum were
ategy

In particular, Figure 5 illustrates the improvement
in NPVprog which was effected ..

GY NET PRESENT VALUE
1$ MILLlONI

Table 6 suggests that the MTT programme was the
more attractive" Figure 6 below illustrates the disaggregat,ed
support which can be used to expand the comparison base of
Table 6"

Although other non-quantifiable factors often need
to be taken into account in the allocation of funds, TPA
permits comparison of the quantifiable aspects of competinCj
programmes as is shown in Table 6 below"

As the gap between expenditure proposals and available
public funds increases so must the competitive nature of each
authority's programme" TPA assists each operating authority
to quantify the expected performance of its proposed progx'amme
so as to make it as attractive as is possible to the suppliers
of financial support"

•
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TABLE 6
RELATIVE ATTRACTIVENESS OF CAPITAL PROGRA~lliffiS

60

40

50

30

20

10

INTERNAL RATE
OF RETURN I %)

1. Comparison of programmes may best be pe.rformed with CCR
set to zero since any otheJ:' level (other than a
unilate:ral policy) would be likely to be more appropriate
to one authority than another.

Final 78-9 Prag. Proposed b'
TPA CriteX:'ion Westrail MTT

Capital Expenditure Proposed 25 .. 658 4" 0 (plus
($ Mill.) 4.9 leaseback

NAFET ($ MilL) 4.556 L566
RaI (a) (Ace. $/$ Invested) 0.24 0 .. 45
NPVprag (b) 2.418 3.224
11. Prag (b) ($NPV/$ Invested) 0.12 0 .. 85
IRR (%) 1l. 7 22" 7

(a) With CCR set at zero \J.}" (b) At 10% discount rate.
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FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS

with TPA successfully introduced, and full coverage
by it of all publicly owned transport operating authorities
nOW in hand(l), some attention has been given to further
developing TPA so as to maximise its potential as a means
of collating, co-ordinating and justifying investment
proposals" Four a.:r:'eas currently being pursued are described
below"

Negative IRR Values

Consider'ation is being given to the obstacles to
calculating negative i:q.ternal rates of :return when an
individual project's (Lbj) npv '<: 0 .. This may result from
it being included in a 'progra1'hme thJ::'Qugh a public policy
directive to proceed with a non-remunerative project, or
due to an incomplete quantification of benefits"l1 Although
a theoretical possibility, it is unlikely that( ~ bj)npv
for a proposed total progJ::'amme would be as low as zeJ::'o
or negative ..

Integrated Budget Performance

TPA has the potential to describe t,he peJ::foJ::mance
of an integrated transport budget, being the collective
works proposed by all the opeJ::ating authorities.. This advice
will be pa:t:ticulaJ::-iy useful in Ministerial "share of the cake ll

negotiations which occur' at the climax of the budget
cycle" It is expected that integrated budget TPA perfor:'mance
criteria will be available during the 1980-81 budget round"

Forward Planning and Expenditure Timing

F -
20

--- ----"9 -
25

All western Aust:t:'alian transport authorities annually
develop a S-year rolling budget which is collated into an
integrated transport budget by the DGT.. However, the
Wester:'n Australian Treasury's r:equirernent of a 3-year fOJ::'Ward
programme (2) suggests the first 3 year:s as the peIiod in
which it would be useful to optimise integrated and individual
authority programme performances - within the const:t:'aints of
practicability. As well as being a useful operating
authority budgeting tool a TPA optimisation would provide
an objective means through which the DGT's duty of 11.,.,., ..

recommending times for t,he commencement, and completion of
programmes ll (Westel:'n Australia, 1966) may be pursued,

BY IRR

armed with CCR
than a
more appropriate

Under this scheme as much as practicable of the
expenditure proposed in all three years would be evaluated
and nominally scheduled £Ol:' implementation in a given year"

1" The programmes of the Fremantle and regional port auth
orities and the Harbour and Light Department are being
gradually phased into TPA commencing with the 1979-80
budget r:ound"

2" TreasuJ::y's 3-year peIiod is consistent with the 3'-year
"design list ll period requirement of Loan Council"
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TwO optimising technigues which could be used are:

intuitive selection and year to year inter
change of majoJ::' pI'ojects with a sUbsequent
testing for improvement in TPA criteria _
methodologically simple but possibly slow ..
Although improvements in TPA criteria may be
achieved, this technique offers no yard
stick as to optimality ..

deterministic optimisation via linear
programming techniques. Constraints would
include the non-quantification of some
significant investments and the practical
need to proceed with some projects regardless
of their place in an optimised set of annual
programmes ..

Capital Shortage Strategy Refinement

A comprehensive capital shortage strategy may aim
to satisfy one or more objectives which could include:

(a) making the most efficient use of scarce funds,
(b) implementing specific government policy ..

Assuming that (b) will be executed, the
complementary pursuit of (a) calls for a definition of
efficiency in this context and a means of ranking projects
in thier efficiency order" One practicable definition of an
efficient programme could be that package of projects which
yields the gr'eatest NPVProg for a given capital availability"
Proj ects may be r'anked by:

project NPV - which may be contrary to the
efficiency objective,
project IRR - as currently used for TPA
ranking; one unique conceptual advantage
being that IRR is independent of the discount
rate,
project capital efficiency"

The appropriateness of these alternative ranking
crit,eria is currently being studied" Figures '7 (a) and (b)
below compar'e the profiles of cumulative NPVpr'Oq against
cumulative capital expenditure for these three f'anking
criteria"

Figures 7(a) and (b) show that, in this test case,
none of the ranking criteria gives a continuous lead in
cumulative NPV for a given amount of capital expenditure.
However', the single large steps in each criterion 's "curvell
illustrates the impact which one large project can have on
overall ranking.. Further empirical analysis is in hand to
compare the rankings in the absence of large projects and,
it is hoped, to develop a consistent capital shortage
strategy ranking system" It may also be possible to under
take a theoretical comparison of alternative ranking systems"
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(Using Westrail final proposed 1978-9 programme as case study)
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State TranspOJ::t Co-ordination

The Economics of Capital ExpendituIe
Accountants, Melbourne) 3rd

310

Western Australia (1966)
Act, section 21 (1) (d).

Bettison, G.. E" et al. (1978) Preliminary 1978-9 Capital
Programmes, Western Australian Public Transport Services
and Facilities and Rolling Transport Budget 1978-9 to
1982 3 (Director General of Transport, Perth) Report No.187.

Bettison, G,E .. et al (1977) Preliminary 1977-8 Capital
Programmes, Western Australian Public Transport Services
and Facilities and Rolling Transport BUdget 1977 8 to 1981-2
(Dlrector General of Transport, Perth) Report No., 172

Bettison, G"E" (1976) Capital Progranunes, Western Australian
Public Transport Services and the Main Roads Department
1976 7 and Transport Rolling Budget 1976-7 to 1979 80
(Director General of Transport, Perth) Report No" 155"

Although relatively simple in concept, TPA appears
to be a unique and successful tool in justifying proposed
capital expenditures in the pUblic sector. Because of the
substantial benefits which TPA can yield in the formative
stages of programme development, TPA is now being made
available to tranSpoIt operating authorities in Western
Austr'alia for their internal use"

Funds for transport authoIity capital pl:'ogrammes
o:riginate from various sources at differing interest rates ..
Obviously the aggregate cost of programme funding should
influence project selection and this aspect is also being
studied in the context o£ capital shortage strategy
development.

CLOSING REMARKS
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